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Abstract
The National Digital Newspaper Program (NDNP) has the goal to enhance the access to
American historical newspapers for diverse user groups. One of the design decisions concerns
the prestructuring which should be performed for archived newspapers. In this report we
compare the retrieval performance for newspapers structured into pages ("page-level
retrieval") with newspapers further decomposed into articles ("article-level retrieval"). The
investigation is based on the complete1905 volume of The Washington Times comprising
2694 pages with 20800 articles. A set of 83 conjunctive-keyword queries has been used to
determine the differences of precision and recall incurred by page-level retrieval as opposed
to article-level retrieval. It is shown that page-level responses will on the average contain
about 70% irrelevant hits due to keywords distributed over several semantically unrelated
articles. Furthermore, hits may be missed if articles and keywords extend over more than one
page. Examples illustrate that a more refined prestructuring of archived newspapers into
components such as headlines, pictures, picture captions and advertisements will further
improve retrieval performance. Disadvantages of page-level retrieval can be partly
compensated by ranking procedures which help to concentrate relevant hits in the top part of a
hitlist. However, this will only be an improvement for users who are not interested in all
relevant hits of a hitlist.

1. Introduction
This report describes research carried out by Hamburger Informatik Technologie-Center
(HITeC) for Content Conversion Specialists (CCS) in the context of the National Digital
Newspaper Program (NDNP) funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)
and coordinated by the Library of Congress (LC). The main goal of the NDNP is to enhance
the access to American historical newspapers for diverse user groups, including librarians,
students, academic scholars and the general public. This goal will be achieved by providing
web access to millions of digitized newspaper pages including directory information and
search engines.
-----------* buhr@hitec-hh.de, HITeC Hamburg, Germany
** neumann@informatik.uni-hamburg.de, Department for Informatics, Hamburg University, Germany
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One of the design decisions of the NDNP is whether to prestructure digitized newspapers
papers into articles and possibly further components such as headlines, pictures or
advertisements. This would call for document analysis methods beyond standard OCR. CCS
offers this advanced technology. Given an archive with newspapers structured at the article
level, one can expect that query responses will be more precise than responses at page level.
Consider, for example, a query where two keywords are entered in order to retrieve an article
containing these two keywords. If structured at the page level, pages may be retrieved where
the keywords belong to different articles and hence would not constitute useful responses.
Furthermore, if articles extend over more than one page, they may not be retrieved at all at
page level if the keywords are distributed on different pages.
To illustrate the possible drawback of page-level retrieval, consider a user who is interested in
reports about steamship traffic on the Potomac in The Washington Times issues of the year
1905. She submits a Google-like query in terms of the two keywords “Potomac” and
“steamship” and receives a hitlist of 161 pages. The first hit is shown in Fig. 1 which depicts a
section of Page 2 of The Washington Times of August 28, 1905.

Fig. 1: Undesired response: page section with query keywords “Potomac” and “steamship”
in different articles
The article in the left column contains several occurrences of “Potomac” (only one
highlighted). It is about a journey – by train – of the “Grand Army of the Republic,
Department of the Potomac”. The article in the fourth column contains several occurrences of
“steamship” (only one highlighted) and is about a contract between Austria-Hungary and
Cunard Line to ship immigrants to the USA.
Obviously, due to the coarse page-level structure, an undesired response has been returned.
None of the articles of this page contains both keywords, and the topics of the articles with
one highlighted keyword are in fact unrelated to the query. Going down the hitlist, the user
would find 157 more such non-hits. Fortunately, there are also 4 relevant hits, for example the
one at Position 2 in the hitlist, shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Desired response: page section with query keywords “Potomac” and “steamship”
in a single article.
Here, the retrieved article is about launching a new ferry between Washington and
Alexandria, related to the query of the user.
In this example, a newspaper archive structured at article-level would have saved the user the
labour of inspecting and discarding 157 non-relevant pages, assuming that she was interested
in articles containing all keywords.
In order to assess the gravity of the performance degradation by page-level retrieval, HITeC
was asked to empirically compare the performance of newspaper information retrieval at
article level and page level for a significant number of queries. The following sections present
the approach taken for this investigation and the results obtained.
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2. Approach to Performance Evaluation
2.1 Performance Measures
The main goal of the investigation was to provide objective measurements for usability and
performance gains which can possibly be achieved by prestructuring digitized newspapers
into components below the page level, such as articles, headlines, pictures, picture captions or
advertisements. In view of the heterogeneous user groups addressed by the NDNP and the
expected diversity of queries, we decided to restrict the performance evaluation to what we
believe will be the most frequent type of queries: the search for articles based on keywords.
To further simplify the task, only articles containing all keywords should be retrieved
(different, for example, from internet search engines). As illustrated by the example in
Section 1, prestructuring pages into articles prohibits that pages are retrieved where keywords
are distributed over several articles. We assume now that such pages are irrelevant hits while
pages with all keywords in at least one single article are relevant hits.
One way, then, to measure the performance difference between page-level retrieval and
article-level retrieval is to compare the number of hits returned by either method for a given
query. As all (almost, see Section 3.2) article-level hits will also be contained in the pagelevel hits, the difference of these numbers is the number of irrelevant hits as defined above.
A second performance criterion can be the position of a hit in a hitlist. Search engines usually
return hitlists ranked by sophisticated algorithms. A ranking algorithm may perform at the
page level quite different from the article level. Without knowledge of the ranking criteria,
however, it is not possible to predict differences between page level and article level hitlist
ordering.
2.2 Documents
For the evaluation it was necessary to have available a sufficiently large set of digitized
newspapers, structured both at the page level and at the article level. It was decided that a
complete volume of a particular newspaper would provide a sound basis, and we were
provided with digitized versions of all issues of The Washington Times of the year 1905. The
page-level and article-level XML annotations were generated by CCS conforming with the
NDNP technical specifications.
The testbed files consisting of XML documents in ALTO and METS formats [2] were
preprocessed and subsequently indexed by the open-source search engine Lucene [3, 4]. In
order to compare page-level and article level data we created two types of records, page
records and article records.
A page record consists of the plain text of one newspaper page and an URI that identifies the
page. The plain text is generated by an XSLT-transformation from the METS physical
structmap tag. The physical structmap tag references textblocks in the corresponding ALTO
file (there is one ALTO file per page). All referenced textblocks are transformed to plain text
and concatenated afterwards. The order of the textblocks is not changed.
An article record consists of the plain text of one newspaper article and a list of page URIs.
The list of URIs denotes one or more pages on which the article appears. (One article might
be continued on another page, so there is a one-to-many relationship between article records
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and page records). The plain text of the article always starts with the heading of the article.
Similarly to the processing of the page text, the article plain text is generated by an XSLTtransformation, but in this case the logical structmap of the METS file is used. The logical
structmap represents a very fine grained view of a newspaper issue. Some of the main logical
units are articles, headings, sections, subsections, paragraphs, illustrations, and captions. In
order to generate each article’s plain text, its substructures were flattened and all paragraphs
containing text were concatenated (see Fig. 3a).

Fig. 3a: Plain text extraction. An article is represented logically in METS format. In order to
extract the plain text, a link to a textblock inside the corresponding ALTO file is followed.
The CONTENT of each String tag is concatenated. This is done for each logical unit
(BODY, BODY_CONTENT, PARAGRAPH, etc.) in the METS structure.
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The preprocessing resulted in a database of 2694 pages accessable for both page-level and
article-level queries. The pages comprised 20800 articles with the article structure only
accessible for article-level queries.
2.3 Queries
To familiarize ourselves with typical newspaper queries, we obtained concrete examples of
retrieval requests submitted to librarians of the Library of Congress (Appendix A). It turned
out that a large majority (33 out of 36) specified information at the directory level, e.g.
specific dates of specific journals, which we could not satisfy with our experimental database
consisting of the 1905 issues of The Washington Times. The strongly focussed queries may
be due to the fact that search in all newspapers of the USA and extendable over an extensive
time period (as envisioned by the NDNP) is currently inconceivable. Hence queries have been
formulated most of which are quite limited in scope and not well suited for our evaluation.
We therefore prepared an own set of 83 queries, in the spirit of the examples, but expressed
only with a small number of keywords in order to provoke responses with more than a single
hit. The following are some examples of our list:
A “My grandfather has told me that the Potomac was frozen almost every year when he was
young. Are there any reports confirming this ?”
Keywords: +Potomac +frozen
B “I wonder when firemen pension rights have been introduced. Are there newspaper reports
about this?”
Keywords: +firemen pension +rights
C “My great-grandfather was lost on sea in a fisherboat during a storm on the atlantic in
1905. Is there a report about this?”
Keywords: +storm +atlantic
The complete list of keyword queries is given in the table below.
+potomac +frozen
+potomac +river +frozen
+potomac +steamship
+potomac +hampton
+japanese +immigrants
+open +door +china
+open +door +china +roosevelt
+wilson +taft
+roosevelt +taft
+roosevelt +wilhelm
+hay +root
+roosevelt +russia +japan
+refrigerator +fruit
+railway +fares +roosevelt
+rockefeller +carnegie

+morgan +railway
+morgan +McKinley
+morgan +cab +accident
+taft +philippines
+panama +canal +immigrants
+panama +canal +railroad
+big +stick +america
+russia +japan
+george +single +tax
+firemen +pension
+firemen +pension +rights
+smallpox +remedy
+smallpox +cure
+smallpox +drug
+beef +trust
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+funeral +rothschild
+funeral +miller
+storm +atlantic
+henry +james
+indian +treaties
+ellis +island
+morocco +roosevelt
+entente +cordiale
+balfour +resign
+protective +tariff
+department +agriculture
+department +justice
+morgan +h. +beach
+roosevelt +europe
+new +york +church

+carnegie +gospel +wealth
+gospel +wealth
+carnegie +trade +union
+carnegie +pacific +union
+morgan +pacific +union
+gulf +stream +activity
+secret +service +cotton
+prominent +clerk
+afghanistan +troops +mission
+fire +life
+court +child
+suicide +student
+north +pole +expedition

+beef +trust +roosevelt
+southeast +washington
+beef +trust +gorki
+memorial +services +miller
+beef +trust +william
+memorial +services +jones
+beef +trust +wilhelm
+marriage +miller
+suicide +student
+marriage +jones
+fant +buried
+yacht +clubhouse
+jurors +coroner +murdered
+iowa +china
+social +organization +louisville +social +organisation +louisville
+memorial +day +parade
+ambassador +mexico
+law +snow
+poor +boy +leading
+norway +crisis +sweden
+roosevelt +texas +arrived
+penalty +priest
+john +paul +jones
+atlantic +storm

Table 1: Keyword queries used for performance evaluation. The “+” before each word marks
a conjunctive query. (There is one duplicate query, “+suicide +student”. This has no
significant effect on the results)
2.4 Relevant Documents
The information about which documents in the collection are relevant in relation to a given
query is crucial for the evaluation of retrieval performance. Only if the set of relevant
documents for a query is known, the quality of retrieval results can be measured. In our
experiment, we define the set of relevant page records for a query q in relation to the
matching article records Ha(q) for the same query q. A matching page record for query q is
called “relevant hit” if the page contains one or more articles from Ha(q).
This is explained graphically in Fig. 3b. The query contains two keywords, W1 and W2
connected by a boolean AND operator (the ‘+’-Notation is just another syntax for that). In the
left column, all matching article records Ha(q) are shown. The right column contains all
matching page records. The edges between the article records and the page records depict the
relationship “article appears on page”. Page-level hit 1) contains one matching article, pagelevel hit 2) contains even two matching articles. Hence page-level hits 1) and 2) are both
relevant hits. Page-level hit 3) does contain W1 and W2 but it does not contain a matching
article. Therefore, page-level hit 3) is not a relevant hit.
What would have to be changed to make page hit 3) a relevant one? If page hit 3) had
contained keywords W1 and W2 together in one article, this article would have been found
by the article level query and would have appeared in the left column connected by an edge to
the third page hit, hence in this case, page hit 3) it would have been considered a relevant hit.
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Fig. 3b: A page hit is considered a relevant hit if the page
contains one or more hits of the article-level hitlist.
2.5 Search Engine
As already mentioned in Section 2.2, we used the open-source search engine Lucene [3, 4] for
our retrieval experiments. The test framework has been programmed in Python. We used
pyLucene [5] to get the “best of both worlds”: the proven quality of Java-based Lucene and
the flexibility of Python as an interactive, dynamically typed programming language.
We used basic Lucene classes (IndexWriter, SimpleAnalyzer, IndexSearcher, QueryParser) to
build our retrieval framework. Ranking of search results is done by the standard score()
Function, which implements a normalized tf-idf ranking (for boolean queries).
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3. Results
3.1 Further Examples
We begin the performance comparison of page-level and article-level responses by inspecting
further examples with queries taken from the list in Table 1. After studying the samples
provided by Library of Congress (see Appendix A: Transcripts of real-life queries submitted
to LC) we created a set of queries related to the year 1905. Each example we describe here
begins with a fictional question an interested person might pose.
Example 1
I am a scientist at the University of Washington, Department of Atmospheric Sciences. For a
study investigating the development of weather and especially hurricanes in the US states of
the westcoast I am searching for interesting articles in past papers. Can You help me?
The query +gulf +stream +activity results in 7 page-level hits and 3 article-level hits.
The first hit at article level is very relevant as it deals with interesting information about gulf
stream activitiy. All words appear in the headline and in the text as well (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: First article-level hit for query +gulf +stream +activity.
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Looking at the page-level hitlist we find the page in Fig. 5 at the third position of the hitlist. It
shows a hit but each keyword appears in a different context.

Fig. 5: Third page-level hit for query +gulf +stream +activity.
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The keyword “Gulf” appears a couple of times in the weather report, while the keyword
“activity” is in a different article (see the close-up in Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Close-up of third page-level hit showing keywords in different articles.
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Example 2
For a study in the class of political history at my college I am looking for a report in a US
newspaper about the crisis between Norway and Sweden in the year 1905. Is it possible to get
access to the LC research archive? I would like to enter for example a query with the
keywords “norway” and “crisis” and “sweden”.
The query results in 13 page-level hits and 8 article-level hits.

Fig. 7: First article-level hit for query +norway +crisis +sweden.
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The first hit at article level shows a very relevant article (Fig. 7). One of the keywords even
appears in the headline.
The next article-level hit is relevant again (Fig. 8). Two of the keywords appear in the
headline, the third keyword is further down in the article.

Fig. 8: Second article-level hit for query +norway +crisis +sweden.
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The page-level hitlist contains several hits which are not relevant at all. The hit shown in Fig.
9 contains the keywords “sweden” and “norway” at the bottom of the page while the keyword
“crisis” is part of another article titled “Is Franco-Russion Allicance Ended?”.

Fig. 9: Irrelevant page-level hit for query +norway +crisis +sweden
with keywords in different articles.
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Example 3
My family came from Matsudo (Japan) to the USA when my grandfather was a baby. He often
tells me about their problems in their early years. Now I am interested in the general situation
of Japanese immigants to the US. I would like to search in the LC newspaper archive, is that
possible? The public library in my small hometown in Virginia cannot provide such material.
The query +japanese +immigrants results in 15 page-level hits and 4 article-level hits.

Fig. 10: Page-level hit for query +japanese +immigrants with one keyword in an article, the
other in an advertisements.
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Examining the page-level hitlist, we find the hit shown in Fig. 10. The keyword “immigrant”
appears several times in the article ‘Immigrants Wanted Say the Carolinians’. The string
“japanese”, however, appears in an advertisement at the bottom left of the page. This shows
that it might be important to separate advertisements from article content.
A typical hit of the article-level hitlist is shown in Fig. 11.The article is clearly related to
japanese (as well as russian) immigrants.

Fig. 11: Article-level hit for query +japanese +immigrants
with both keywords in a relevant article.
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Another article-level hit with a meaningful result is shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12: Another article-level hit for the query +japanese +immigrants with
both keywords in a relevant article.
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Example 4
I am librarian in the McArthur Library in Biddeford (Maine). One user asked me to provide
newspaper articles about the involvement and activities of President Roosevelt in the northern
african state of Morocco.
The query +morocco +roosevelt results in 38 page-level hits and 5 article-level hits.
A page-level hit shows the keyword “roosevelt” several times in two different articles while
“morocco” appears in a third article (Fig. 13). There is no relevant hit here as the two
keywords do not appear in one meaningful context.

Fig. 13: Irrelevant page-level hit for query +morocco +roosevelt.
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Another page-level hit (Fig. 14) shows “roosevelt” many times in an article about the
wedding of the President’s niece while “morocco” appears in an article dealing with a very
different topic.

Fig. 14: Another irrelevant page-level hit for query +morocco +roosevelt.
These examples show that irrelevant hits at page-level appear to be quite common. In
comparison, article-level hits with all keywords in one article tend to meet the intentions
behind keyword-based queries.
3.2 Summary of Retrieval Results for Queries
All queries listed in Table1 have been evaluated with all 2694 pages of the year 1905 volume
of The Washington Times, first at page level, second at article level. Results are shown in the
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table of Appendix B in detail. In this section we present summary information and provide
some explanations.
Total number of page-level hits
(sum of p over all queries)

9980

Total number of article-level hits
(sum of a over all queries)

3210

Total number of pages with relevant hits
(sum of pa over all queries)

3017

Mean fraction of relevant-hit pages in page-level hits
(mean taken over the resulting pa/p of all queries)

0.28

We remind that all article-level hits are considered relevant hits (cf. Section 2.4). The results
show that the large number of irrelevant hits in the page-level response of our examples is
more the rule than the exception. On the average we may expect that between 65% and 75%
of the page-level hits do not contain relevant information.
One may wonder whether this small fraction of relevant hits is true for virtually all page-level
responses or whether this phenomenon varies, i.e. whether some responses have a large
fraction of relevant hits and some have a very small one, even considerably smaller than the
average of 30%. This can be shown by determining the fraction of relevant hits for each query
response and counting fractions occurring in the intervals 0 to 0.1, 0.1 to 0.2, etc. The result is
illustrated in the histogram presented in Fig. 15. It shows that in the large majority of cases,
the fractions of relevant hits are between 0 and 0.4. Hence satisfying results with large
fractions of relevant hits are very seldom.
frequency
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Fig. 15: Histogram of fractions of relevant hits in page-level hitlists.
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The table in Appendix B also shows that for several queries a single page contains more than
one relevant article (a > pa). Interestingly, there are also pages where pa is larger than a (e.g.
for Query 65). In such cases not all article-level hits are contained in the corresponding pagelevel hitlists. This is due to the fact that articles may extend over more than one page. The
CCS software used for prestructuring pages into articles effectively merges all article parts.
Thus, keywords distributed over several pages are brought together and may allow hits at
article level which would fail at page level.
We have determined the number of multiple-page articles for the1905 volume of The
Washington Times:
Total number of articles
Articles extending over 1 page
Articles extending over 2 pages
Articles extending over 3 pages
Articles extending over 4 pages

20800
20369
428
2
1

Hence multiple-page articles constitute a fraction of 2%. This number may be considered
small, but it is important to realize that multiple-page articles are completely missed by pagelevel retrieval. A missed hit is certainly much more undesirable than an irrelevant hit as the
latter can be removed by inspection.
3.3 Retrieval Performance using Proximity Search
Our evaluation of retrieval performance in Section 3.2 is based on the effect of article
structure on document granularity. Assuming that users are mainly interested in the semantic
unit “article”, we showed that retrieval performance degrades if the basic units of retrieval are
large pages rather than smaller articles.
In this section we are going to answer the question: “Can page-level retrieval performance be
enhanced without using article-level information?”. The idea is that if fine-grained structures
like articles are not explicitly represented in the document collection, it might nevertheless be
possible to use a dynamic retrieval-time technique to lower the granularity.
Lucene provides a retrieval operator named phrase query that can be used for that.
A phrase query implements a proximity search. Given two keywords W1 and W2 and a
distance d, we find documents containing words W1 and W2 in at most a distance of d words.
This technique is commonly used to implement a fuzzy search predicate for composite names
that can vary in the order of occurance of their parts (e.g. “Franklin Roosevelt”, “Roosevelt,
Franklin”, “Franklin D. Roosevelt” and so on). We use much larger distances (several
hundred words) to get an effect similar to a sliding window across a page.
Lucene’s phrase query implementation has another important property: The distance of the
occurences of the search terms influences the ranking of results. The closer two matching
search terms occur on a page, the higher is their position in the hitlist. Thus phrase queries can
be used to improve the ranking.
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Fig. 16 shows precision-recall graphs (averaged over all 83 queries) for three conditions:
without phrase queries (c0), with phrase queries and distance 50 (c50), and with phrase
queries and distance 100000 (c100k).

Fig. 16: Precision-recall graph. It shows the average precision over all queries in
relation to percentage recall for standard boolean search (“no phrase queries”) and
phrase queries with distance 50 and 100000.
A precision-recall graph for a single query is constructed as follows (cf. Chapter 3 in [1]).
Going down the list of ranked search results, at each relevant hit (at position n), the fraction of
the number of relevant hits so far and the over-all number of hits so far, i.e. the precision-at-n,
is computed. The values for n are normalized by the number of relevant documents (hence we
get “percentage recall” for the x-axis). Further, the graph is interpolated, so that the x-values
lie at 10% steps (0%, 10%, 20% and so on). A precision-recall graph for all queries is
constructed by computing the average precision at each recall level.
The precision-recall graph at Fig. 16 shows a higher precision across the first recall levels for
c50 and across all recall levels for c100k compared with c0.
What can we conclude from our phrase-query experiment? Clearly, the average precision can
be significantly increased by using phrase queries. We get the highest increase with a very
large distance of 100000. This is beyond the length (in number of words) of all articles and
even of all pages. Hence, the improvement of performance must be due to the fact that phrase
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queries provide a much better ranking than the standard Lucene ranking algorithm, which is
tf*idf*.
If users are expected to read only the first few hits, this increase in precision at the top of the
list of search results is a clear benefit. If users are interested in the whole list of search results,
the benefit is limited. In this case the precision recall graph in precRec1 does not tell the
whole story, because “precision at 100% recall” means “precision at the last relevant hit”. So
Fig. 16 does not show the number of non-relevant hits below the last relevant hit – but a user
interested in all hits would have to read them as well. For condition c100k we get as many
hits as there are page hits in our first experiment in Section 3.2. Hence for users interested in a
complete list of search results our results in Fig. 15 apply.
An important caveat for our phrase query experiment must be mentioned: We did not control
the order of text blocks in the page-level plain text. We took the text blocks as they appeared
in the ALTO files of our text collection. This is what would probably be done in a simple
implementation of a fulltext search engine for page-level data. A pre-ordering, done for
example by OCR processing, might lead to an ordering biased towards article-like clusters.
On the other hand, OCR processing might as well cause text blocks to be torn apart which
would be closer together if a simple column-wise ordering had been applied.
Another important aspect regarding the interpretation of Fig. 16 is the effect of only analyzing
average query results. Standard deviation of precision (across queries) at 0% recall is 32% for
condition c0 and 21% for condition c100k, but the average precision values at 0% recall differ
only by 20%. Hence, ranking by phrase queries most likely cannot guarantee a better
precision for all queries.
4. Conclusions
In this study we investigated the performance differences between historical newspaper
information retrieval at page level and at article level. Our experiments were restricted to
conjunctive-keyword queries which are in common use in search engines such as Google. Our
results are based on a complete volume of The Washington Times of the year 1905.
We showed by a statistical analysis based on 83 queries that on the average 70% of a pagelevel hitlist is irrelevant in the sense that in such hits the keywords are distributed over several
semantically unrelated articles. Hence, they do not comply with the presumed intention of a
user to only retrieve articles containing all keywords.
For users who have to examine a large number of responses, this lack of precision will
certainly be felt as a severe performance deficiency.
Page-level retrieval also gives rise to limited recall (i.e. to missed hits) if one article and the
keywords are distributed over several pages. Such articles will not be returned as hits by pagelevel retrieval. If, however, the newspapers are structured into semantically coherent articles
irrespective of page breaks (as has been done by the CCS software used in our experiments),
this performance deficiency can be avoided. For The Washington Times of 1905, the fraction
of multiple-page articles is 2%. This fraction may vary, of course, as other newspapers may
have other layout styles.

*

tf*idf (term frequency times inverse document frequency) is a standard ranking algorithm that yields higher
scores for documents the more search terms occur in them and the less often documents with those terms occur
in the whole collection.
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We also investigated the distribution of relevant hits in page-level hitlists. If the relevant hits
tend to be at the beginning of a page-level hitlist and spurious hits more towards the end, then
the inconvenience of the lack of precision might be tolerable for many users. The distribution
depends on the ranking procedure, of course, which may differ considerably between search
engines. Our results show that for our data the default ranking in Lucene indeed tends to place
relevant hits more towards the top of a page-level hitlist, thus yielding an average precision
for the top entries of 70%. Another ranking procedure, phrase-query ranking, increases the
average precision in the top of the hitlist even further to almost 90%. Of course, this is only an
advantage for users who are happy with the first few hits and do not have to examine all
relevant hits. We also showed that for a considerable fraction of queries a close-to-average
performance cannot be expected due to the large variance of this ranking effect.
From our experiments we therefore conclude that prestructuring newspapers into articles will
significantly improve the retrieval performance as compared to page-level retrieval.
The use cases provided by LC and the examples examined in The Washington Times issues
of 1905 also illustrate that a further decomposition into headlines, pictures, picture captions,
advertisements and other units may be very useful. As illustrated in Fig. 10, a page-level hit
may even connect articles with advertisements if keywords are recognized accordingly. This usually undesirable - effect can be avoided by refined prestructuring. Furthermore, if a user
can specify that her query, or certain keywords, should be restricted to headlines or picture
captions, for example, search may be narrowed down quite effectively. After all, the historical
newspaper archive will contain millions of pages, and high retrieval performance will be
mandatory if this service is to be accepted by the envisioned user groups.
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Appendix A: Transcripts of real-life queries submitted to LC
1
Ladies and Gentlemen, please send me by e-mail or give me access to picture file(s) of: Frontpage of
(any) US newspaper (i.e. Stars and Stripes) heading the meeting of US and Soviet troops on April 25th, 1945 at
Elbe River near Torgau / Germany. In case you cannot fulfill my request, I kindly ask you to forward it to a
library/archive which is able to do so! Thank you for care and efforts.
2
I have found letters from George Hoadley to his father when he was the Washington correspondent of
the United States Gazette. These letters are from 1806-1808. They are fascinating impressions of his about the
beginning of our Republic. I would like to find out more about the Gazette & his writings. He mentions
Jefferson, Madison etc. I feel these have great historical significance. Thank you for your help.
3
I’m doing a research paper on Nat Turner’s rebellion. Unfortunately, I’m in Oregon and most of the
Virginian newspapers from 1831, are not. I was wondering how to access the information in the newspapers
from Virginia during 1831.
4
I am looking for a newspaper published on or after October 21, 1944. I have a clipping with my
grandfather in it, but no reference to the publication from which it came. The caption below the picture reads
“Atlantian throws ACK-ACK at Japs“ and mentions his name, JACK W. MEADOW. According to the caption,
the picture was taken on October 21, 1944 after a battle at “SUNGSHAN MOUNTAIN“. On the opposite site of
the clipping is an unrelated article by C.E. GREGORY. His article’s title is “Increased Cost Of State Farm in
Line with Program“. Though it does not mention which state it comes from, the focus indicates it is a
local/georgia newspaper. How do you recommend I continue my search for this newspaper?
5
I’m a journalism college professor. I’d like to know if La Patria (a New Orleans-based newspaper) was
the first Spanish-language daily in the U.S. Who was the publisher/editor? Also, was La Gaceta the second
Spaish language newspaper in U.S. (possibly Texas) both newspapers were around in the 1800s. Which came
first. Even our testbook is confusing.
6
Do you have the Nashville Banner in any form prior to 1948? (I am trying to locate the original version
of a pair of articles I have copies of. About all I know is title and name of the author and that they appeared on
two successive Sundays. I presume it would be necessary to search actual copies, as there seems to be no index).
7
I am looking for an article in that ran in the Denver Post on 04/26/07. It was written by Hugh O’Neill
and covered the events around the death of Alfred Packer (infamous Colorado cannibal). I would like to know
how to receive a copy of the masthead, showing the date, the headline of the article and the body of the
article—preferably something like a jpeg or something legible we can read and film with a camera to use for a
show for National Geographic Channel. Please let me know what to do next as I saw your online search for
publications that old are under construction.
8
I would like to know if you have copies of a newspaper that was only published 5 months in Butler,
Pennsylvania from Dec. 1879-April 1880? It is called “The Prospect Leader“, and also the Petrolium Record
published about the same time in PA.
9
General Inquiry:
I am trying to locate the text of two articles published in the Brooklyn Daily Advertiser, 1850. Both are by Walt
Whitman. They are titled ”Works of Beauty and Talent-The New Art Union of Brooklyn”, 4 April 1850 and
“Brooklyn Art Union-Walter Libbey-A Hint or Two on the Philosophy of Painting“. 21 December 1850.
10
10
I am trying to locate a German/American newspaper which my great uncle published in Lafayette
Indiana in the 1870s, 1880s, and 1890s called Der Deutsche Amerikaner. It is very important that I find some
copies. Can you help me?
11
I am seeking information about the completeness of the LOC’s microfiled copy (newspaper microfilm
2679) of the serial Tiesa (Brooklyn, N.Y.) LC control # sn 86071641. The publisher, the Association of
Lithuanian Workers, is planning to merge with another organization and I am trying to determine if a complete
collection of this serial already exists on microfilm. I am seeking to offer assistance to the Association of
Lithuanian Workers to preserve their organizational archives before they merge.
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12
I am attempting to ascertain whether a “petition“ published on page 2 of the Piladelphia Packet and
Daily on Friday, December 8, 1786 was also published in other contemporaty papers. From an unnamed
correspondent, it purports to be from single women in state capitals who want the Congress to meet there so they
can meet eligible bachelors. It is titled “The PETITION of young Ladies of Porsfmoutyh, Bofton, Newport, New
London, Amboy, News-Cafile, Williamfburg, Wilmington, Charles and Savannah“. I believe it to be a paradoy,
probably by a northern writer who does not know that the capital of VA had been moved to Richmond. The
petition sounds as though it could have been written by Benjamin Franklin (who lived in Philly), but it might
also be a reprint from another publication of the day.
13
Can you please tell me when Metz Lochard starting working for the Chicago Defender. What year his
name first appeared in the paper and what he did or any other information you may have about him. Also is there
any way you can help or persuade the Chicago Historical Society to film the copies of the Metropolitan News,
they are starting to fall apart and I believe they have the only copies around.
14
To the Digital Reference Team: I am looking for old newspaper articles concerning Indian treaties of
1854-55 of Washington territory, I would like to read from papers popular with Congress and the industrial elite,
articles from ..., NYNY, Philly, ... Could you help me find the online archive? I am writing a speach for a
commemoration dinner for the 150th anniversary of the Treaty of Neah Bay 1855.
15
I understand that you have a file of a newspaper, the Washington, D.C. “Union“? (LC Control No. Sn
82006534/ Call No. Newspaper 7432). I am interested in knowing whether Vol. 13, no. 1 (April 18, 1857)
through Vol. 14, no. 304 (April 10, 1859) of the “Union“ is available on microfilm and can be borrowed on the
inter-library loan through my local public library (Bloomfield Township, Michigan Public Library). If it is on
film and can be borrowed, who at LOC should my library contact to arrange this? If your file of the Washington
“Union“ is not on microfilm, (1) do you know of a repository elsewhere that has a microfilm copy or (2) can you
tell me how I might go about having a film made of your paper file?
16
To the Digital Reference Team: Clarence Brigham’s History and Bibliography of American
Newspapers, 1690-1820 (1947) says the LOC owns issues of a Washington-Kentucky newspaper called The
Miror running from Oct. 21, 1797-Sept. 4, 18, 1799. The LOC Online Catalog does not show that you own any
copies of that newspaper. Is the Online Catalog wrong? If you once had them, but no longer do, do you know
what became of those issues?
17
The late Hunter S. Thompson once made reference to Yellowboy Willis. I think he might have
associated with yellow journalism. Any clues?
18
To the Digital Reference Team: I’m trying to find an article that would have appeared in a newspaper in
Cumberland, MD from May of 1928. Does the LOC have archives from either the Cumberland Times News or
the Cumberland News? I’m contacting the paper directly as well, but not sure what they will have.
19
My brother was murdered in Redondo Beach in 1985. I was wondering if any of your newspapers have
any articles in them, about this murder? Thanks so much.
20
Does the LC hold original newspapers in its collection, and if so, are older volumes ever discarded? I
am interested in finding original copies Swedish-American newspapers from my hometown, particularly SVEA
(1897-1965 Worcester, MA) or SKANDINAVIA (1881-1918 Worcester, MA). I am a Swedish-American
historian/author with a rather extensive personal collection and I have had no luck in finding original copies for
my studies. If the LC does discard materials over time, is there a listing of such materials? I am not sure of the
process or if there is a policy rearding such material.
21
My grandmother came to Ellis Island from Genoa, Italy on the SS San Giovanni. The ship arrived in
Ellis Island on Feb 2, 1921. On the way to America this ship sailed around a major storm in the Atlantic in late
January 1921. I would like to have a copy of a NY City newspaper article about the storm. I know such an article
exists. The article I seek named the ships not heard from since the storm began. How can I find this article?
22
Dear Ms./ Mr. Librarian. I’m writing to you to request the newspaper research. I’m a researcher from
South Korea. I want to read the newspapers of the historical period, 1945 (the New York Times and the
Washington Post). I’m looking for the bound type news papers not microfilm if it’s available. Furthermore, one
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of my colleagues wants to shoot film some articles in that newspapers. The newspapers I want to see are the
following. The New York Times, June 30, 1945 Article: russians Captured with Nazi Riot at Fort Dix pg. 1.2.
The New York Times , July 1, 1945 Article: U.S. halts returns of 150 to Russia pg. 4.1. The Washington Post,
July 1, 1945 Article: Reds unwilling return home halted at pier . I want to read these three articles in the library. I
want to visit the library with my two colleagues in the next Monday or Tuesday (Nov. 7 or 8 in the morning).
Could you let me know if it’s possible or not to film the newspaper’s article.
23
Dear Sir/Madam: I am writing to you from Moscow, Russia. I am a private person, I’m 29, and looking
for my relative’s history as we have lost any information about him long ago. I have written to the New York
Times and they recommended me to turn to Archive Libraries with regard to my request. I have relatives who
live in USA at present and the eldest of them have witnessed themselves the articles regarding our relative in
New York Times. Unfortunately I do not have exact dates and years of this publication. The article was about
death and funeral of the Russian Lieutenant Shmidt, years of publication may be from 1905 to 1917. I would be
extremely grafeful to you if you could answer me if it’s possible to receive a copy of the article and what is even
more important photo attached to it, or advise me where I could go to search next. Or should I make an official
request or come personally? (I quite realize that no one would be happy to sit down and spare his time searching
old date bases for many years for an absolutely unknown person). But I’ve heard a lot about how you preserve
your history and I am writing to you with the hope of getting any help. I would appreciate for any answer (even
negative). Thank you in advance. Remaining sincerely yours, ...................
24
The American Memory Team: Hello! I am doing some historical research, and I am hoping that you
would please look in a reference book that would list newspapers that were being published in 1810. I am only
interested in newspapers that were being published in Norfolk, Virginia in 1810, and also in the Mississippi
Valley area in 1810 (including present-day Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri and
Illinois). Do you know of a reference book that would note where copies or microfilm of these newspapers might
be located?
25
I have been trying to find our where I can obtain a copy of LOC Microfilm # 2032, Royal Danish
American Gaztette 1770-1779 for about two months now. I keep being told that I need to readdress my request. I
think I have spoken to at least 20 people long distance on telefone. I am told that the master microfilm is not
available to make duplicates for sale. When I asked where you would go to have a new copy made if your copy
was damaged, they hung up on me. I wish to obtain a copy for our local library here in St. Croix. Do I need to go
to the Director of the Library of Congress?
26
To the American Memory Team: My family is having a 90th birthday party for our dad in October. One
segment of celebration program is history/trivia. I already have the “birthday times“ indicating some facts from
1915, i.e. the cost of bread and milk. I also searched the web for historical events in 1915. I am aware that the
Lusitana was attacked 1915 and subsequently caused the US to enter WWI. Also the film “Birth of a Nation“
was relased in 1915. However, I wanted the headlines from the newspaper on the day he was born 10-20-15.
Also I wanted to contrast main stream newspaper headlines, i.e. Wasington Post vs African-American headlines,
i.e. the Afro on that date. Also as an alternative I would like articles of interest during the entire year of 1915.
The additional facts would be used in completing the trivia presentation document. Where should I go at the
library to find the newspapers from 1915? Is this resource available on Saturdays? Also are there books that
would give some of the major events of 1915? Maybe periodicals are available. I don’t know how long Time or
Newsweek have been in existence. Are there any historical websites that are free?
27
Chat Session Transcript: I’m trying to find anything I can about a man who walked around the border of
the U.S. in 1910 named John (Jack) Albert Krohn. I have one book about him, but can’t seem to find literally
anything else.
28
I am researching a book on the Nancy Harts, a female Civil War militia from LaGrange, Georgia. I
understand that it was the only female militia commissioned by either side. To discern whether this is true, I am
looking for an official record of the commission. Can I get it via the Library of Congress. Additionally, I am
looking for any extant copies of the LaGrange Reporter newspaper, which I understand is virtually impossible to
find. Do you have any copies? Thank you so much for this priceless service.
29
I am researching the publication history of John Lawson’s “New Voyage to Carolina“ published in
London in 1709 in 4 parts in John Stevens’ “New Collection of Voyages and Travels“. This is an important early
work from colonial North Carolina. The book was reportedly being advertised for sale as late as 1723, according
to R.M. Wiles “Serial Publication in England before 1750“ (Cambridge University Press, 1957) footnote 2 on
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page 87. Wiles cites “St. Jame’s Evening Post“ of London issue # 1043 for 25 January 1723 as having the
advertisement. I have not been able to locate a copy of this particular issue in any microfilm or hard copy
reported or catalogued. Do you have any suggestions on where or how to search for a copy of this newspaper?
30
Hello. Does the Library of Congress own the newspaper:Courrier de la France et des colonies,
published in Philadelphia, PA Oct. 15, 1795 – March 14, 1796 by Louis F.R.A. Gatereau and printed by Moreau
de Saint-Mery? If so, does LC have it as the original newspaper or is it a microform or photocopy version? RLIN
lists LC as owning a copy but I was not able to find an entry for it in the regular LC online database, the LC
Serial and Govenment Publications Division’s Eighteenth Century American Newspapers in the Library of
Congress database, the LC Serial and Government Publications Division’s Commonly used newspapers on
microfilm database, nor in OCLC with an LC holdings attached. I am asking for confirmation of LC’s holdings
because the Boston Athenaeum will be celebrating their bicentennial soon and we are planning on showing this
newspaper in an exhibition (& catalog) which highlights the collecting we have done over the past 200 years.
The Athenaeum has always believed that we own the only known actual physical copy of this newspaper and I
want to confirm if this is in fact true before the exhibition goes up. If LC also owns a physical copy of the
newspaper it would be very exiting and we would want to record this in our records.
31
Dear Sir/Madam, I am helping a colleague .... in his preparations of a manuscript concerning the visit to
the United States by Henry James in 1904-1905, and his subsequent travel book, The American Scene. .... wishes
to include a caricature of the novelist entitled “Henry James’ First Appearance“, which appeared in the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer on Sunday 29 January 1905, on p. 8, under the heading “Fame and Fun“. It first appeared in
Philadelphia Press (I presume shortly before, but I don’s have a date), which is no longer extant. ... has a
photocopy of this image, which he obtained from visiting the Library of Congress, but needs it in some format,
possibly microfiche or microfilm , from which a version suitable for publication could be scanned. I have
searched your on-line catalogue but am unable ti find it. I am also trying to locate a good image of another
caricature called “f I were Henry James“ which appeared in metropolitan magazine (21:364 December
1904).Any help you could provide regarding either of these images would be greatly appreciated.
32
Dear Sir/Madam, By way of introduction, I am writing to you from Granada Television in the United
Kingdom. We are currently in the latter stages of producing a technology-based documentary series, ‘Warplane‘
for PBS in the USA, scheduled for transmission worldwide in 2006. The co-production partners are WNET 13
New York, National Geographic and Channel 5 UK. Warplane traces the evolution of military aircraft from the
Wright Brothers to the present day, with emphasis on evolving technology. Filmed with the active co-operation
of the Pentagon and NATO, the series comprises four hour long episodes in which we trace the evolution of the
warplane from the first Wright Brothers military commission in 1908 through to modern times, the B-2, the F22, the Eurofighter, and beyond. We are keen to source images from the New York Times and The Washington
Post announcing the death of Chuck Yeager. I understand most newspapers of the time are held on microfilm. I
wonder if you know of an archive that stores the original copies.
33
I am producing a film on the Klan, civil rights and lynching. I need film (transferred to mini dv
cassettes) and stills from the period of 1865 – 1965. How do I research this? I need: film clips and stills of the
Klan, segregation, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., civil rights marches and protests, stills of any lynchings, old
newspapers discussing lynchings. Once I locate the iems to order, what is the charge for (1) still and (1) 15-60
seconds film clip and (1) newspaper duplication? These items will need to be in the Public Domain.
34
To the American Memory Team: I am searching for The Daily American Star. I know it is a newspaper
published from September 1847 through March 1848. I will appreciate any information you can provice, also if I
can get some copies how can I do it.
35
What was the first daily newspaper in American history? I am really looking for print resourse with this
information in it? Can you direct me to one?
36
Hello, my name is .... and I am a research archivist with the Maryland State Archives. I am looking
for information regarding the early american newspaper, “The Mail, or, Claypoole’s Daily Advertiser“. It was
published in Philidelphia Pennsylvania between 1791 and 1793. I am looking for any information about the
politics of the newspaper, especially as it relates to slavery and abolition. Any more information you could
provide me would be invaluable.
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Appendix B: Retrieval results at page level and article level
query

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

+potomac ++frozen
+potomac +river +frozen
+potomac +steamship
+potomac +hampton
+japanese +immigrants
+open +door +china
+open +door +china +roosevelt
+wilson +taft
+roosevelt +taft
+roosevelt +wilhelm
+hay +root
+roosevelt +russia +japan
+refrigerator +fruit
+railway +fares +roosevelt
+rockefeller +carnegie
+carnegie +gospel +wealth
+gospel +wealth
+carnegie +trade +union
+carnegie +pacific +union
+morgan +pacific +union
+morgan +railway
+morgan +McKinley
+morgan +cab +accident
+taft +philippines
+panama +canal +immigrants
+panama +canal +railroad
+big +stick +america
+russia +japan
+george +single +tax
+firemen +pension
+firemen +pension +rights
+smallpox +remedy
+smallpox +cure
+smallpox +drug
+beef +trust
+beef +trust +roosevelt
+beef +trust +gorki
+beef +trust +william
+beef +trust +wilhelm
+suicide +student
+funeral +rothschild

relevant
relevant
hits among hits among
relevant
first 5
first 10
page-level article-level hits at page page-level page-level
hits p
hits a
level pa
hits
hits
19
3
3
1
2
9
2
2
2
2
161
4
4
1
2
21
1
1
0
0
15
4
4
1
2
174
28
28
2
4
62
9
9
2
3
87
16
16
1
2
173
105
99
5
10
19
6
6
2
4
43
20
22
4
6
213
79
90
2
7
57
7
7
4
5
5
1
1
1
1
14
9
9
4
6
5
2
2
2
2
12
4
4
3
4
21
0
0
0
0
23
0
0
0
0
73
6
6
0
1
108
17
17
2
2
16
5
5
2
4
8
1
1
1
1
82
56
59
5
10
8
2
2
0
2
217
56
56
4
9
59
14
14
3
3
376
289
286
5
10
50
1
1
0
1
55
8
7
2
4
4
1
1
1
1
25
6
6
2
4
29
5
5
1
2
14
3
2
0
1
163
87
84
4
7
79
16
15
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
130
4
4
0
1
7
0
0
0
0
31
13
12
3
5
13
0
0
0
0
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

+funeral +miller
+storm +atlantic
+indian +treaties
+henry +james
+atlantic +storm
+ellis +island
+morocco +roosevelt
+entente +cordiale
+balfour +resign
+protective +tariff
+department +agriculture
+department +justice
+morgan +h. +beach
+roosevelt +europe
+new +york +church
+southeast +washington
+memorial +services +miller
+memorial +services +jones
+marriage +miller
+marriage +jones
+gulf +stream +activity
+fant +buried
+yacht +clubhouse
+secret +service +cotton
+jurors +coroner +murdered
+iowa +china
+prominent +clerk
+social +organisation +louisville
+social +organization +louisville
+afghanistan +troops +mission
+memorial +day +parade
+ambassador +mexiko
+ambassador +mexico
+fire +life
+law +snow
+poor +boy +leading
+court +child
+norway +crisis +sweden
+roosevelt +texas +arrived
+suicide +student
+penalty +priest
+john +paul +jones

159
144
10
788
144
223
38
3
8
15
236
665
131
228
1125
596
53
58
154
179
7
2
9
95
3
13
240
1
32
2
27
0
85
705
182
105
450
13
67
31
11
262

30

34
21
4
382
21
23
5
3
6
12
178
216
28
83
423
203
13
6
41
39
3
1
4
21
2
3
40
0
2
1
8
0
42
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63
5
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8
5
13
6
77
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4
319
21
23
5
3
6
11
172
208
29
79
328
192
12
6
39
37
3
1
4
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2
3
39
0
2
1
8
0
42
176
67
5
99
8
5
12
6
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2
1
2
4
1
3
0
3
4
5
5
3
2
4
4
5
2
0
4
2
3
1
3
4
2
1
3
0
1
1
2
0
5
3
5
2
4
5
1
3
4
2
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2
4
9
2
6
1
3
6
7
9
5
4
6
8
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3
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3
3
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2
5
0
2
1
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9
7
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8
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5
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6

